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ABSTRACT
We present a worldvolume effective action suitable for the study of the confined phase of a
(Dp, D¯p) system at weak coupling. We identify the mechanism by which the fundamental
string arises from this action as a confined electric flux string when the Dp and the D¯p annihi-
late. We construct an explicit dual action, more suitable for the study of the strong coupling
regime, and show that it realizes a generalized Higgs-Stu¨ckelberg phase for the (relative)
(p − 2)-form field dual to the (overall) BI vector. This is the mechanism put forward by Yi
and collaborators based on duality arguments in order to explain the breaking of the overall
U(1) gauge group at strong coupling. Indeed, in our dual description the Goldstone boson is
a (p− 3)-form magnetically charged with respect to the overall BI vector field. This indicates
that the condensing tachyonic objects originate from open D(p−2)-branes stretched between
the brane and the anti-brane. Our results provide an explicit realization of the breaking of
the overall U(1) gauge group perturbatively, in a way consistent with the duality symmetries
of String Theory.
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1 Introduction
DD¯ systems have been widely used in the literature in the study of string theory in time de-
pendent backgrounds (see [1] for a review), and more recently in the study of chiral symmetry
breaking in holographic models of QCD [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. It is well-known that the superposition
of a Dp-brane and an anti-Dp-brane constitutes a non-BPS system whose instability manifests
itself in the existence of a complex tachyonic mode in the open strings stretched between the
pair [1]. If when the tachyon rolls down to its true minimum its phase acquires a winding
number, because of its coupling to the relative U(1) vector field a magnetic vortex soliton is
created. This vortex solution carries D(p − 2)-brane charge, as inferred from the coupling in
the Chern-Simons action of the (Dp,D¯p):
∫
Rp,1
Cp−1 ∧ (dA− dA
′) , (1.1)
where Cp−1 stands for the RR (p− 1)-form potential and A and A
′ for the Born-Infeld vector
fields on the brane and anti-brane. Charge conservation therefore implies that a D(p − 2)-
brane is left as a topological soliton3. In this process the relative U(1) vector field acquires a
mass through the Higgs mechanism by eating the phase of the tachyonic field, and is removed
from the low energy spectrum. The overall U(1) vector field, under which the tachyon is
neutral, remains however unbroken, posing a puzzle [10, 11, 12].
It was suggested in [12], based on the duality relation between the Type IIA superstring
and M-theory, that the overall U(1) is in the confined phase. The suggested mechanism for
this confinement is a dual Higgs mechanism in which magnetically charged tachyonic states
associated to open D(p−2)-branes stretched between the Dp and the D¯p condense. Evidence
for such a situation comes from the M-theory description of a (D4, D¯4) system.
The superposition of aD4 and a D¯4 is described in M-theory as an (M5, M¯5) pair wrapped
in the eleventh direction. The open strings that connect the D4 and the D¯4 are realized as
open M2-branes wrapped in the eleventh direction and stretched between the M5 and the
M¯5. These M2-branes must contain as well a complex tachyonic excitation. Since the tachyon
condensing charged object is in this case extended (a tachyonic worldvolume string) there are
no ways to describe quantitatively this type of mechanism. However, duality with the Type
IIA superstring implies that whatever this mechanism is the condensation of this tachyonic
mode should be accompanied by a non-trivial magnetic flux, in this case of the relative
antisymmetric tensor field in the worldvolume of the (M5, M¯5). This magnetic flux generates
charge with respect to the 3-form potential of eleven dimensional supergravity, as inferred
from the coupling in the (M5, M¯5) Chern-Simons action4
∫
R1,5
Cˆ3 ∧ (dAˆ2 − dAˆ
′
2) . (1.2)
3This observation can be made more explicit by showing that the worldvolume theory on the vortex solution
is given by the DBI action on a D(p− 2)-brane [7, 8]. See also [9].
4Here Cˆ3 stands for the 3-form of eleven dimensional supergravity and Aˆ2 and Aˆ
′
2 for the worldvolume
2-form fields on the M5 and the M¯5. Note that Aˆ2 (self-dual) and Aˆ
′
2 (anti-self-dual) combine to give an
unrestricted relative 2-form field [12].
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An M2-brane would then emerge as the remaining topological soliton.
Let us suppose that one performs now the reduction from M-theory along a worldvolume
direction of the (M5, M¯5) transverse to the stretched M2-branes [12]. In this case a (D4, D¯4)
system is obtained in which tachyonic D2-branes are stretched between the D4 and the D¯4.
Again, if this tachyonic mode condenses in a vortex-like configuration, B2-charge will be
induced in the system, as the reduction from the previous coupling along a worldvolume
direction transverse to the stretched M2-branes shows∫
R1,4
B2 ∧ (dA2 − dA
′
2) , (1.3)
where now A2 and A
′
2 are associated to open D2-branes ending on the D4 and the D¯4. A
fundamental string would then arise as the remaining topological soliton.
Note that in this case the Higgs mechanism is intrinsically non-perturbative, given that
this description emerges after interchanging two compact directions in M-theory. Indeed, the
coupling (1.3) shows that the worldvolume dynamics of the (D4, D¯4) system is governed by
the 2-form gauge fields dual in the five dimensional worldvolume to the BI vector fields. These
fields couple in the worldvolume with inverse coupling, and are therefore more adequate to
describe the strong coupling regime of the system.
Therefore, qualitatively the duality between Type IIA and M-theory predicts the occur-
rence of both the perturbative and non-perturbative Higgs mechanisms for the (D4, D¯4)
system. The same conclusion can be reached for arbitrary (Dp, D¯p) systems by T-duality
arguments [12]. Applying T-duality to the coupling (1.3) along (p− 4) transverse directions5
one gets ∫
R1,p
B2 ∧ (dAp−2 − dA
′
p−2) . (1.4)
This coupling indicates that the fundamental string would arise as a topological soliton in
a dual Higgs mechanism [13] in which magnetically charged tachyonic states associated to
open D(p − 2)-branes stretched between the Dp and the D¯p condensed6. In terms of the
original variables this would translate into confinement of the overall U(1), given that due to
the opposite orientation of the D¯p-brane the relative (p− 2)-form field is dual in the (p+ 1)-
dimensional worldvolume to the overall BI vector field. Therefore, its localized magnetic flux
at strong coupling translates into a confined overall U(1) electric flux at weak coupling.
The explicit action that describes the dual Higgs mechanism at strong coupling has not
been constructed in the literature, although some qualitative arguments pointing at particular
couplings have been given [12, 14, 15]. In any case, as we have mentioned, this mechanism is
intrinsically non-perturbative, and this makes this description highly heuristic.
A related crucial question which was first addressed in [16, 17, 14, 15] is the possibility of
describing both the perturbative and the non-perturbative Higgs mechanisms simultaneously
at weak coupling. Starting with Sen’s action [16, 17] reference [15] studied the Hamiltonian
classical dynamics of the (Dp, D¯p) system, and showed that it describes a massive relativistic
5Or along a spatial direction of the stretched D2-brane if p < 4.
6When p = 3 this is exactly the S-dual picture of the creation of a D1-brane as a vortex in a (D3, D¯3)
system [12].
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string fluid. The possibility of describing the region of vanishing tachyonic potential in terms
of the (p − 2)-form fields dual to the BI vector fields was also addressed7 and although
the explicit dual action was not constructed it was argued that the dual Higgs mechanism
proposed in [12] could be realized explicitly if this action was the one associated to an Abelian
Higgs model for the relative (p− 2)-form dual field. The fundamental string would then arise
as a Nielsen-Olesen solution. In this construction, however, the (p− 3)-form field playing the
role of the Goldstone boson associated with the dual magnetic objects did not have a clear
string theory origin.
One of the results that we will present in this paper will be the construction of the explicit
dual action describing the strongly coupled dynamics of the (Dp, D¯p) system in terms of the
(p− 2)-form dual potentials and a (p− 3)-form Goldstone boson. The generalization of Sen’s
action to include tachyonic couplings in a (Dp, D¯p) system [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 7, 27, 28, 29, 30] describes, to second order in α′, an Abelian Higgs model in which the
Abelian field is the relative BI vector of the brane and the antibrane and the phase of the
tachyon plays the role of the associated Goldstone boson. We will show however that the
dual of this action does not describe an Abelian Higgs model for the relative (p − 2)-form
potential, contrary to the expectation in [15]. The explicit dual Abelian Higgs model will
instead arise from a different generalization of Sen’s action from which we will be able to
describe the confining phase (for the overall U(1)) of the (Dp, D¯p) system at weak coupling.
The dualization of the four-dimensional Abelian Higgs model is known since long ago [31],
motivated by the study of the confining phases of four dimensional Abelian gauge theories in
the context of Mandelstam-’t Hooft duality [32]. The dual action constructed by Sugamoto
describes the confining phase of four dimensional vector fields in terms of a massive 2-form
field theory which is an extension of the model for massive relativistic hydrodynamics of
Kalb and Ramond [33]. This field theory allows a quantized vortex solution similarly to the
creation of the Nielsen-Olesen string in the Abelian Higgs model. The extension of Sugamoto’s
construction to arbitrary d-dimensional p-form Abelian Higgs models was carried out more
recently in [34], with the aim at describing the confining phases of p-form field theories in a
generalization of Mandelstam-’t Hooft duality. In this general case the dual action describing
the confining phase is a massive (p+ 1)-form field theory.
In this paper we will develop on the work of [34] and we will extend the construction in
[31] to the (p + 1)-dimensional Abelian Higgs model that describes the Higgs phase (for the
relative U(1)) of a (Dp, D¯p) system. As we will see the massive Abelian field of the Abelian
Higgs model can still be dualized in the standard way into a massless (p− 2)-form field once
the phase of the tachyon is dualized into a (p − 1)-form. We will show that the dual action
is of the type of the massive (p − 1)-form field theories discussed in [34]. Furthermore, we
will show that a D(p − 2)-brane can emerge as a confined electric flux brane associated to
the overall (p − 2)-form dual field. The precise mechanism involved in this process is the
Julia-Toulouse mechanism [35, 34], which as we will see is the exact contrary of the more
familiar Higgs mechanism.
The construction of the dual action is therefore useful in order to identify the mechanism
7This idea was also put forward in [14] in the 2+1 dimensional case.
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by which a D(p−2)-brane can emerge at strong coupling after the annihilation of a Dp and a
D¯p. However, it sheds no light on the issue of the unbroken overall U(1), nor on the creation
of the fundamental string, since it involves only the overall (p − 2)-form potential, and this
field is dual to the relative BI vector field. Indeed, inspired by Mandelstam-’t Hooft duality
one expects that the dual action describes the creation of the D(p−2)-brane in dual variables,
since it should provide an explicit realization of the duality between the Higgs phase (for the
relative U(1)), described at weak coupling by Sen’s action, and the confinement phase (for
the overall (p − 2)-form field) at strong coupling. The Higgs phase for the relative (p − 2)-
form gauge potential at strong coupling should instead be dual to the confining phase for the
overall U(1) at weak coupling.
In this paper we will present a worldvolume effective action suitable to describe pertur-
batively the dynamics of the (Dp, D¯p) system in the confining phase for the overall U(1).
Developing on the work of [34] we will start in the phase in which the tachyon vanishes, the
Coulomb phase, and show that the confining phase arises after the condensation of (p − 3)-
dimensional topological defects which are interpreted as the end-points of D(p−2)-branes. We
will see that the fundamental string emerges at weak coupling as a confined electric flux string
after a Julia-Toulouse mechanism in which a 2-form gauge field associated to the fluctuations
of the topological defects eats the overall U(1) vector field. We will also show, following [34]
closely, that the confined phase for the original overall U(1) vector field can be studied in
the strong coupling regime as a generalized Higgs-Stu¨ckelberg phase for its dual (p− 2)-form
field. The explicit dual action is given by an Abelian Higgs model for the relative (p−2)-form
potential. In this description the condensing tachyonic objects are identified as (p−3)-branes
that originate from the end-points of open D(p−2)-branes stretched between the Dp and the
D¯p. The fundamental string then emerges as a topological soliton after the condensation of
this tachyonic mode through a dual Higgs mechanism [13]. Therefore, through this construc-
tion we can make explicit the mechanism suggested in [12] for realizing non-perturbatively
the confinement of the overall U(1).
As we have seen the (Dp, D¯p) system admits two types of topological defects: particles
and (p − 3)-branes. The first originate as the end-points of open strings and are therefore
perturbative in origin. The second originate as the end-points of non-perturbative open
D(p − 2)-branes and can therefore only be described in terms of D(p − 2)-brane degrees of
freedom in the strong coupling regime. We have seen however that using Julia and Toulouse’s
idea we can incorporate these degrees of freedom in the perturbative action, and study the
confining phase for the overall U(1). If we combine the effective actions describing the Higgs
phase for the relative U(1) and the confining phase for the overall U(1) we will be able to
describe perturbatively the breaking of both gauge groups. We will see that from this action
both the D(p − 2)-brane and the fundamental string are realized as solitons in the common
(p+1)-dimensional worldvolume. TheD(p−2)-brane arises after a Higgs mechanism involving
the relative U(1), and the F1 after a Julia-Toulouse mechanism involving the overall U(1).
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we construct the dual of the
Abelian Higgs model that describes the (Dp, D¯p) system at weak string coupling. We see
that contrary to expectation in [14] it does not describe an Abelian Higgs model for the dual
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relative (p − 2)-form potential. The worldvolume field content of the dual action consists on
a (p − 1)-form, dual to the phase of the tachyon, and two (p − 2)-form fields dual to the
BI vectors. We show that the (p − 1)-form can become massive by eating the overall dual
(p − 2)-form potential through the Julia-Toulouse mechanism, and that a D(p − 2)-brane
arises as a confined electric flux brane in this process. Therefore the Higgs phase for the
relative BI vector is mapped onto the confining phase for the overall (p−2)-form field, with a
D(p−2)-brane arising either as a vortex solution after the Higgs mechanism at weak coupling
or as a confined electric flux brane after the Julia-Toulouse mechanism at strong coupling. In
section 3 we present our candidate action for describing the confining phase of the overall BI
vector field at weak coupling. We show that from this action the fundamental string arises
as a confined electric flux string after a Julia-Toulouse mechanism. In section 4 we construct
the dual of this action and show that it realizes a generalized Higgs-Stu¨ckelberg phase for the
relative (p− 2)-form field. Therefore, the confining phase for the overall BI vector is mapped
onto the Higgs phase for the relative (p − 2)-form field, with a fundamental string arising
either as a confined electric flux string after the Julia-Toulouse mechanism at weak coupling
or as a generalized vortex solution after the Higgs mechanism at strong coupling. Section 5 is
our Discussion section. Here we present the action from which we can describe simultaneously
the Higgs phase for the relative U(1) and the confinement phase for the overall U(1) at weak
string coupling.
2 The (Dp, D¯p) system in dual variables
The effective action describing a brane-antibrane pair has been extensively studied in the
literature using different approaches [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 7, 27, 28, 29, 30].
Although the complete action has not been derived from first principles it is known to satisfy
a set of consistency conditions [7]. It is invariant under gauge transformations of the tachyon
phase and the relative BI vector: χ→ χ+α(x), A− → A−+ dα, it reduces to the sum of the
BI effective actions for the Dp and the D¯p for zero tachyon, and it gives rise to the action for
a non-BPS Dp-brane [16, 36, 37, 38] when modded out by (−1)FL [1]. In the context of our
discussion in this paper this action describes the Higgs phase for the relative BI vector field.
In this paper we will work to second order in α′, and take the RR potentials Cp−3, Cp−5, . . .
to zero. We will also ignore the tachyonic couplings to the Cp−1 RR-potential derived in
[19, 21, 29]. Thus, our action represents a truncated version of the (Dp, D¯p) action that can
be derived from the results in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 7, 27, 28, 29, 30] 8. We will
see however that it contains the relevant couplings for describing the most important aspects
of the dynamics of the (Dp, D¯p) system, both in the Higgs and in the confining phases9.
Our starting point is the action:
S(χ,A) =
∫
dp+1x
{
e−φ
(1
2
F+ +B2
)
∧ ∗
(1
2
F+ +B2
)
+
8Note that in comparing with the boundary string field theory results [39] there is the usual discrepancy
by 2 log 2 in the kinetic term of the tachyon [21, 22, 26].
9Once it is extended as we do in next section in order to incorporate the non-perturbative degrees of freedom
associated to the (p− 3)-brane topological defects.
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+
1
4
e−φF− ∧ ∗F− + |T |2(dχ−A−) ∧ ∗(dχ−A−) + d|T | ∧ ∗d|T | − V (|T |)
+Cp−1 ∧ F
−
}
. (2.5)
Here we have set 2πα′ = 1, A+ and A− are the overall and relative BI vector fields: A+ =
A + A′, A− = A − A′, and the complex tachyon is parametrized as T = |T |eiχ. V (|T |) is
the tachyon potential [17], whose precise form will be irrelevant for our analysis. Finally,
the background fields B2 and Cp−1 are implicitly pulled-back into the (p + 1)-dimensional
worldvolume of the (Dp, D¯p).
The coupling
∫
Cp−1 ∧ F
− is the one that we discussed in the introduction. It shows
that when the tachyon condenses in a vortex-like configuration a D(p− 2)-brane is generated
as a topological soliton [1], since the associated localized F− magnetic flux generates Cp−1
charge. In this process the relative U(1) vector field eats the scalar field χ, gets a mass and
is removed from the low energy spectrum. The overall U(1) vector field, under which the
tachyon is neutral, remains unbroken, but it is believed to be confined [12, 16, 17, 14].
In this section we construct the dual of the action (2.5), and show that it describes the
confining phase for the (p−2)-form potential dual to the relative BI vector field, thus providing
an explicit realization of Mandelstam-’t Hooft duality for the Abelian Higgs model associated
to the (Dp, D¯p) system. We also discuss the mechanism by which the D(p − 2)-brane arises
as a confined electric flux brane.
2.1 The duality construction
Let us focus on the worldvolume dependence of the action (2.5) on A+, A− and the phase of
the tachyon. Note that since A− is massive it cannot be dualized in the standard way. We
can however use the standard procedure to dualize the phase of the tachyon and A+. These
fields are dualized, respectively, into a (p−1)-form, Wp−1, and a (p−2)-form, that we denote
by A−p−2 given that due to the opposite orientation of the antibrane the relative and overall
gauge potentials should be interchanged under duality. The intermediate dual action that is
obtained after these two dualizations are carried out is such that A− becomes massless10 and
can therefore be dualized in the standard way into a (p − 2)-form, which we denote as A+p−2
11.
The final dual action reads:
S(Wp−1, Ap−2) =
∫
dp+1x
{
eφ
(1
2
F+p−1 +Wp−1 + Cp−1
)
∧ ∗
(1
2
F+p−1 +Wp−1 + Cp−1
)
+
1
4
eφF−p−1 ∧ ∗F
−
p−1 +
1
4|T |2
dWp−1 ∧ ∗dWp−1 + d|T | ∧ ∗d|T | − V (|T |)−B2 ∧ F
−
p−1
}
(2.6)
with the explicit duality rules being given by:
1
2
F+ +B2 =
1
2
eφ ∗ F−p−1 (2.7)
10Up to a total derivative term.
11Alternatively, one can use a generalization of the intermediate action presented in [31], from which it is
possible to dualize a massive Abelian 1-form field.
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12
F− = eφ ∗
(1
2
F+p−1 +Wp−1 + Cp−1
)
(2.8)
dχ−A− =
1
2|T |2
(−1)p−1 ∗ dWp−1 . (2.9)
Here we see that the relative and overall gauge potentials are interchanged, as expected due
to the opposite orientation of the antibrane. Note that for p = 3 our notation is ambiguous.
When analyzing this particular case we will use A+ and A− to denote the BI vector fields and
A˜+, A˜− to denote the dual vector fields associated to open D-strings ending on the branes.
The action (2.6) is an extension of the actions proposed in [34] for describing the confining
phases of field theories of compact antisymmetric tensors. After we discuss these actions
in some detail in the next section it will become clear that (2.6) describes the confining
phase for the overall (p − 2)-form dual potential. This phase arises after the condensation
of zero-dimensional topological defects which originate from the end-points of open strings
stretched between the brane and the antibrane. The interpretation of the low energy mode
Wp−1 is as describing the fluctuations of these defects, and is such that away from the defects
Wp−1 = dA
+
p−2.
Note that the gauge invariance χ→ χ+α(x), A− → A−+dα of the original action has been
mapped under the duality transformation intoWp−1 →Wp−1+dΛp−2, A
+
p−2 → A
+
p−2−2Λp−2.
This symmetry can be gauge fixed by absorbing F+p−1 intoWp−1, which becomes then massive.
The overall A+p−2 gauge potential is then removed from the low energy spectrum, through a
mechanism that is the exact contrary of the Higgs mechanism. This is the Julia-Toulouse
mechanism mentioned in the introduction. Thus, the Julia-Toulouse mechanism is identified
as the mechanism responsible for the removal of the relative U(1) at strong coupling. However
it clearly sheds no light on the removal of A+.
When comparing the action (2.6) to the actions describing the confining phases of anti-
symmetric field theories presented in [34] one sees that the modulus of the tachyon plays the
role of the density of condensing topological defects. In a way one can think of |T | as an indi-
cator of how unstable the system is. Since the instability in the confining phase is originated
by the presence of the topological defects it is reasonable to expect a relation between both
quantities. In the confining models of Quevedo and Trugenberger a consistency requirement
is that the antisymmetric field theory in the Coulomb phase is recovered for zero density of
topological defects. This is indeed satisfied by our action (2.6) for vanishing tachyon, since
the |T | → 0 limit forces the condition thatWp−1 must be exact and can therefore be absorbed
through a redefinition of A+. The action is then reduced to the action describing the (Dp, D¯p)
system in the Coulomb phase, i.e. to (2.5) for zero tachyon.
Finally, following the analysis in [31] we can see that a D(p− 2)-brane arises as a confined
electric flux brane after the Julia-Toulouse mechanism. In order to see this explicitly we
need however to recall some basic facts on the construction of [31], so we will postpone this
discussion till the end of next section.
In the next section we present our candidate action for describing the confining phase for
the overall U(1) at weak coupling. We show that the fundamental string arises from this
action as a confined electric flux string. By direct generalization of this analysis we also show
that the D(p− 2)-brane arises as a confined electric flux brane from the action (2.6) derived
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in this section.
3 Confinement at weak string coupling
In this section we present our candidate action for describing the dynamics of the (Dp, D¯p)
system in the confining phase. We use the results in [34], where an action describing the
confined phase of field theories of compact antisymmetric tensors of arbitrary rank was de-
rived. We start by summarizing the qualitative points that are relevant for our construction,
to later concretize these ideas to the (Dp, D¯p) system. The reader is referred to [34] for a
more detailed discussion.
Quevedo and Trugenberger made explicit in the framework of antisymmetric field theories
an old idea in solid-state physics due to Julia and Toulouse [35]. These authors argued that
for a compact tensor field of rank (h− 1) in (p+ 1)-dimensions a confined phase might arise
after the condensation of (p−h−1)-dimensional topological defects12. The fluctuations of the
continuous distribution of topological defects generate a new low-energy mode in the theory
which can be described by a new h-form, Wh, such that away from the defects Wh = dAh−1,
whereAh−1 is the original tensor field. The main idea is to extend the h-form in the topological
invariant term13 ∫
Sh
ωh (3.10)
to the whole Rp+1 space-time. In this way the (p − h)-form Jp−h = ∗(dωh), which is zero
outside the defect, picks up delta-like singularities at the locations of the topological defects
and can describe the conserved fluctuations of their continuous distributions. Note that due
to Jp−h = ∗(dωh) the new degrees of freedom are associated only with the gauge invariant
part of ωh.
The effective action describing the confining phase of the antisymmetric tensor field then
depends on a gauge invariant combination of the antisymmetric tensor field, Ah−1, and the
extended h-form, Wh. This combination is such that when the density of topological defects
vanishes the original action describing the antisymmetric tensor field theory in the Coulomb
phase is recovered.
As discussed in [34], the finite condensate phase is a natural generalization of the confine-
ment phase for a vector gauge field. For compact QED in four dimensions the induced static
potential between a particle and an antiparticle is linear at large distances, identifying the
monopole condensate phase as a confinement phase. This computation can be generalized to
arbitrary (h − 1)-forms in d dimensions. In this case the leading term in the induced action
is the h-dimensional hypervolume enclosed by the (h− 1)-dimensional closed hypersurface to
which the (h− 1)-form couples. For a more detailed discussion on the confining properties of
these actions see [34, 40].
Given that the worldvolume theory of a (Dp, D¯p) system is a vector field theory, the results
in [34] for h = 2 can be applied to this case, with some obvious modifications coming from
12The mechanism by which these defects originate is irrelevant for the nature of the confining phase.
13Sh is an h-dimensional sphere surrounding the defect on an (h+1)-dimensional hyperplane perpendicular
to it, and ωh is an h-form which is exact outside Sh.
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the couplings to the background gauge potentials associated to the closed strings. In this
case the Coulomb phase is the phase with zero tachyon, and it is therefore described14 by the
Lagrangian:
L(A) = e−φ
(1
2
F+ +B2
)
∧ ∗
(1
2
F+ +B2
)
+
1
4
e−φF− ∧ ∗F− +Cp−1 ∧ F
− . (3.11)
Developping now on the ideas in [34] for the (Dp, D¯p) system we have that the topological
defects whose condensation will give rise to the confining phase are (p − 3)-branes, which
originate in this case from the end-points of D(p − 2)-branes stretched between the Dp and
the D¯p. The new mode associated to the fluctuations of the defects is described by a 2-form,
W2, which will couple in the action through a gauge invariant combination with the overall
U(1) vector field15. The action should depend as well on the density of topological defects,
such that when this density vanishes the original action in the Coulomb phase, given by (3.11),
is recovered. In the actions constructed in [34] the density of topological defects entered as
a parameter which was interpreted as a new scale in the theory. We will see however that in
the (Dp, D¯p) case duality implies that the density of topological defects must be a dynamical
quantity, because it is related to the modulus of the tachyonic excitation of the open D(p−2)-
branes in the dual Higgs phase. We will denote this field by |T˜ | and, moreover, we will use
the duality with the Higgs phase to include in the action its kinetic and potential terms.
The action that we propose for describing the confining phase of the (Dp, D¯p) system is
then given by:
S(W2, A) =
∫
dp+1x
{
e−φ
(1
2
F+ +W2 +B2
)
∧ ∗
(1
2
F+ +W2 +B2
)
+
1
4
e−φF− ∧ ∗F− +
+
1
4|T˜ |2
dW2 ∧ ∗dW2 + d|T˜ | ∧ ∗d|T˜ | − V (|T˜ |) + Cp−1 ∧ F
−
}
. (3.12)
This action has been constructed under four requirements. One requirement is gauge invari-
ance, both under gauge transformations of the BI vector fields and under W2 → W2 + dΛ1,
which ensures that only the gauge invariant part of W2 describes a new physical degree of
freedom. This transformation must be supplemented by A+ → A+ − 2Λ1, a symmetry that
has to be gauge fixed. The second is relativistic invariance. The third requirement is that
the original action describing the Coulomb phase must be recovered when |T˜ | → 0. Indeed,
when |T˜ | → 0 we must have that dW2 = 0, so that W2 = dψ1 for some 1-form ψ1. This form
can then be absorbed by A+, and the original action (3.11) is recovered. These requirements
were the ones imposed in [34]. The (Dp, D¯p) system, being a string theory object, must also
satisfy consistency with the duality symmetries of string theory. The implications of this
requirement will become more clear when we show the duality between this action and the
action describing the Higgs phase for the dual (p−2)-form gauge field. It implies in particular
that W2 must couple only to the overall U(1) vector field.
14To second order in α′ and for Cp−3 = Cp−5 = . . . = 0.
15One could in principle expect that W2 coupled to either combination of the U(1) vector fields, but we will
see that consistency with S- and T-dualities implies that it must couple only to the overall vector field. This
will allow ultimately to explain the puzzle of the unbroken overall U(1) through confinement.
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Now, in (3.12) F+ can be absorbed by W2, fixing the gauge symmetry
W2 → W2 + dΛ1
A+ → A+ − 2Λ1 , (3.13)
and the action can then be entirely formulated in terms of W2 and the relative vector field:
S(W2, A
−) =
∫
dp+1x
{
e−φ
(
W2 +B2
)
∧ ∗
(
W2 +B2
)
+
1
4
e−φF− ∧ ∗F− +
+
1
4|T˜ |2
dW2 ∧ ∗dW2 + d|T˜ | ∧ ∗d|T˜ | − V (|T˜ |) + Cp−1 ∧ F
−
}
. (3.14)
In this process the original gauge field A+ has been eaten by the new gauge field W2, and
has therefore been removed from the low energy spectrum. This solves the puzzle of the
unbroken overall U(1) at weak string coupling through the Julia-Toulouse mechanism, which,
as we have seen, is the exact opposite of the Higgs mechanism. Let us now see how the
fundamental string arises from this action.
Consider first the p = 3 case, which can be directly compared to the results in [31]. In
this case the action (3.14) is a generalization of the action proposed in [31] to describe the
confining phase of a four dimensional Abelian gauge theory. We recall from the introduction
that this action was constructed as the dual of the four dimensional Abelian Higgs model,
and that it allows a quantized electric vortex solution similar to the Nielsen-Olesen string.
We see below that in our case this solution is identified as a fundamental string.
The construction of the vortex solution in [31] considers a non-vanishing 2-form vorticity
source16 along the x3 axis:
V 3e = nδ(x
1)δ(x2) , V ie = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,
~Vb = 0 (3.15)
where the subindices e and b refer to the electric and magnetic components, and looks for a
static and axially symmetric solution with the following assumptions:
∂0e
3 = ∂0|T˜ | = 0 , e
3 = e3(r) , |T˜ | = |T˜ |(r) , (3.16)
ei = 0 for i = 1, 2 , ~b = 0 (3.17)
where ~e and ~b refer to the electric and magnetic components of W2, and r =
√
(x1)2 + (x2)2.
The solution that is found represents a static circulation of flow around the x3 axis, and
satisfies the quantization condition
∫
D∞
e3ds = 2πn , (3.18)
where D∞ is a large domain in the (x
1, x2) plane including the origin. This solution corre-
sponds to the Nielsen-Olesen string in the original Higgs model. As expected, the magnetic
16In the construction in [31] the vorticity source is created by the phase component of the Higgs scalar of the
original Abelian Higgs model. In our case it is created by the phase component of the tachyon field associated
to open D-strings connecting the D3 and the D¯3. This will become clear after the analysis in the next section.
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flux quantization condition has been mapped under duality onto an electric flux quantization
condition, given by (3.18). The reader is referred to [31] for a more detailed discussion. For
arbitrary p it is easy to find a similar, generalized, electric vortex solution with the same
properties.
Let us now see that the confined electric flux string solution corresponds in the (Dp, D¯p)
case to the fundamental string. In this case we have an additional coupling∫
B2 ∧ ∗W2 (3.19)
in the effective action (3.14), which shows that the quantized electric flux generates B2-charge
in the system. Charge conservation then implies that the remaining topological soliton is the
fundamental string.
As mentioned in the previous section, the D(p− 2)-brane arises from the strongly coupled
confining action (2.6) derived in that section in a very similar way. In this case the vorticity
source is a (p−1)-form which is created by the phase of the tachyon field in the original action
(2.5). Note that in all the duality transformations that we have discussed in this paper we
have ignored total derivative terms. Had we kept these terms in the dualization of the action
(2.5) we would have found a coupling
∫
dWp−1 ∧ dχ in the dual action. This coupling can
be rewritten in terms of a vorticity source, Vp−1 = ∗ddχ, as
∫
Wp−1 ∧ ∗Vp−1, giving then the
generalization to arbitrary dimensions of the vorticity coupling in [31]. Let us suppose that
we fix now χ = nθ, where θ is the azimuthal angle in the (xp−1, xp) plane. For n 6= 0 θ is
not well defined on the worldvolume of a (p − 2)-brane, and therefore the vorticity source is
non-vanishing in this worldvolume. Taking then V 012...p−2p−1 = nδ(x
p−1, xp) and zero otherwise,
we can look for a static and axially symmetric solution with the assumptions
∂0W
012...p−2
p−1 = ∂0|T | = 0 , W
012...p−2
p−1 =W
012...p−2
p−1 (r) , |T | = |T |(r) , (3.20)
where r =
√
(xp−1)2 + (xp)2 and all other components of Wp−1 are taken to vanish. In this
case the solution that is found represents a static circulation of flow around the (p−2)-brane,
and satisfies the quantization condition∫
D∞
W
01...p−2
p−1 ds = 2πn . (3.21)
The coupling ∫
Cp−1 ∧ ∗Wp−1 (3.22)
in the dual effective action (2.6) then implies that this confined electric flux brane corresponds
to the D(p − 2)-brane, since it shows that the quantized electric flux (3.21) generates Cp−1-
charge in the system. Therefore, the D(p−2)-brane arises either as a magnetic vortex solution
after the Higgs mechanism at weak coupling or as confined electric flux brane after the Julia-
Toulouse mechanism at strong coupling.
In the next section we show that the action (3.12) can be made exactly equivalent to
an action describing the Higgs phase for the dual relative (p − 2)-form potential. We also
show that, as expected, the fundamental string arises from this strongly coupled action as a
generalization of the Nielsen-Olesen magnetic vortex solution.
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4 Confinement at strong string coupling: The dual Higgs mech-
anism
Let us consider the action (3.12) describing the confining phase for the overall U(1) at weak
string coupling. Inspired by Mandelstam-’t Hooft duality we expect that the dual of this
action describes the Higgs phase for the (p− 2)-form field dual to the overall BI vector. The
dualization of the BI vector fields in (3.12) takes place in the standard way, given that they
only couple through their derivatives. In turn, the 2-form W2 is massive, but it can still
be dualized in the standard way from the intermediate dual action that is obtained after
dualizing the BI vector fields, in which it only couples through its derivatives. Let us call the
dual of this form, a (p− 3)-form, χp−3. The final dual action reads:
S(χp−3, Ap−2) =
∫
dp+1x
{
eφ
(1
2
F+p−1 + Cp−1
)
∧ ∗
(1
2
F+p−1 + Cp−1
)
+
1
4
eφF−p−1 ∧ ∗F
−
p−1
+|T˜ |2
(
dχp−3 −A
−
p−2
)
∧ ∗
(
dχp−3 −A
−
p−2
)
+ d|T˜ | ∧ ∗d|T˜ | − V (|T˜ |)−B2 ∧ F
−
p−1
}
(4.23)
and the explicit duality relations are given by
1
2
F− = eφ ∗
(1
2
F+p−1 + Cp−1
)
(4.24)
1
2
F+ +W2 +B2 =
1
2
eφ ∗ F−p−1 (4.25)
1
2
dW2 = |T˜ |
2
(−1)p−1 ∗
(
dχp−3 −A
−
p−2
)
. (4.26)
Notice that once again the overall and the relative gauge fields are interchanged.
The action (4.23) describes an Abelian Higgs model for the relative (p−2)-form field, with
the dual (p− 3)-form χp−3 playing the role of the associated Goldstone boson. The effective
mass term reads
|T˜ |2
(
dχp−3 −A
−
p−2
)2
(4.27)
and it is gauge invariant under χp−3 → χp−3+Λp−3, A
−
p−2 → A
−
p−2 + dΛp−3. That a coupling
of this sort could drive the dual Higgs mechanism was suggested in [12, 14, 15] (see also
[13]) although it could not be explicitly derived from the action describing the Higgs phase
at weak coupling, i.e. from Sen’s action. In this paper we have seen that consistently with
Mandelstam-’t Hooft duality the dual Abelian Higgs model arises from the action describing
the confining phase at weak coupling. In the dual action (4.23) the dual Goldstone boson χp−3
is associated to the fluctuations of the (p − 3)-dimensional topological defects that originate
from the end-points of the D(p − 2)-branes stretched between the Dp and the D¯p. This is
consistent with the fact that this field is the worldvolume dual of the field W2, which was
accounting for these fluctuations in the confining action (3.12). Moreover, we can identify for
p = 3 the condensing Higgs scalar as the modulus of the tachyonic mode associated to open
D-strings stretched between the D3 and the D¯3. Indeed when p = 3 the action (4.23) reads17:
L(χ,A) =
∫
dp+1x
{
eφ(
1
2
F˜+ +C2) ∧ ∗(
1
2
F˜+ + C2) +
1
4
eφF˜− ∧ ∗F˜−
17Here we have used tildes to denote the dual fields, as mentioned in section 2.
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+|T˜ |2(dχ˜− A˜−) ∧ ∗(dχ˜− A˜−) + d|T˜ | ∧ ∗d|T˜ | − V (|T˜ |)−B2 ∧ F˜
−
}
, (4.28)
i.e. it is the S-dual of the original action (2.5) describing the perturbative Higgs phase of
the (D3, D¯3) system. This is an important consistency check for the actions that we have
constructed, although strictly speaking S-duality invariance would only be expected for zero
tachyon, i.e. when the system becomes BPS and the worldvolume field content is not expected
to change at strong coupling. Note that in this duality relation the modulus of the perturbative
tachyon is mapped into |T˜ |, which can then be interpreted as the modulus of the tachyonic
excitation associated to the open D-strings. Since χ˜ has also an interpretation as the phase of
the dual tachyon we can think of T˜ = |T˜ |eiχ˜ as the complex tachyonic mode associated to the
D-strings stretched between the D3 and the D¯3. For p 6= 3 |T˜ | plays formally the role of the
modulus of a tachyonic excitation. However, since the tachyonic condensing charged object is
in this case a (p− 3)-brane the phase of the tachyon is replaced by a (p− 3)-form18. It would
be interesting to clarify the precise way in which these fields arise as open D(p − 2)-brane
modes.
Finally, let us discuss the way the fundamental string arises from the action (4.23) when
the Dp and the D¯p annihilate. If the brane and the antibrane annihilate through a generalized
Higgs-Stu¨ckelberg mechanism in which A−p−2 gets a mass by eating the Goldstone boson χp−3,
we have that, if the Goldstone boson acquires a non-trivial winding number:
∫
Rp−1
F−p−1 =
∮
Sp−2
A−p−2 =
∮
Sp−2
dχp−3 = 2πn , (4.29)
B2-charge is induced in the configuration through the coupling in (4.23)
∫
Rp,1
B2 ∧ F
−
p−1 . (4.30)
Charge conservation therefore implies that after the annihilation a fundamental string is left
as a topological soliton. Since in this process the relative (p − 2)-form field is removed from
the low energy spectrum, and this field is dual to the original overall U(1), this solves the
puzzle of the unbroken U(1), through the mechanism suggested in [12] which is intrinsically
non-perturbative.
5 Discussion
As we have seen, a (Dp, D¯p) system admits two types of topological defects: particles and
(p − 3)-branes. The first are perturbative in origin, while the second are non-perturbative.
The combined electric and magnetic Higgs mechanisms introduce mass gaps to both U(1) vec-
tor potentials, being the only remnants D(p− 2)-branes and fundamental strings, realized as
solitons on the common (p+1)-dimensional worldvolume. The system is described perturba-
tively in terms of Sen’s action, which incorporates the tachyonic degrees of freedom associated
18Reference [12] suggests a more concrete relation between the field χ1 for p = 2 and the phase of the dual
tachyon, by imagining the relevant string field defined over a loop space as ei
H
χ1 . Imposing single-valuedness
in the loop space would then imply
H
Σ
dχ1 = n.
14
to the perturbative point-like defects. However, in order to incorporate the non-perturbative
degrees of freedom associated to the (p−3)-dimensional topological defects one has to restrict
to the strong coupling regime of the theory, where the degrees of freedom associated to these
defects become perturbative. Even in this case, as we have seen, it is not obvious to account
for the right fields describing the tachyonic excitations. We have seen in this paper that
it is also possible to incorporate the non-perturbative degrees of freedom associated to the
extended topological defects in the weak coupling regime, using Julia and Toulouse’s idea.
Essentially one introduces a new form which describes the fluctuations of these defects and
imposes a set of consistency conditions based on gauge invariance and duality. In section 3
we have presented the weakly coupled action that is formulated in terms of this new form
and the U(1) vector fields associated to the open strings. In fact, one can combine this action
with Sen’s action in order to incorporate the degrees of freedom associated to both the zero
dimensional and extended topological defects, with the explicit combined action being given
by:
S(χ,W2, A) =
∫
dp+1x
{
e−φ
(1
2
F+ +W2 +B2
)
∧ ∗
(1
2
F+ +W2 +B2
)
+
1
4
e−φF− ∧ ∗F− +
+|T |2(dχ−A−) ∧ ∗(dχ−A−) + d|T | ∧ ∗d|T |+
1
4|T˜ |2
dW2 ∧ ∗dW2 +
+d|T˜ | ∧ ∗d|T˜ | − V (|T |)− V (|T˜ |) + Cp−1 ∧ F
−
}
. (5.31)
This action describes both the perturbative and the non-perturbative Higgs mechanisms si-
multaneously at weak coupling, and it admits both a magnetic vortex solution, which by
charge conservation is identified with the D(p − 2)-brane, and an electric vortex solution,
identified as the fundamental string.
Finally, we would like to comment on two alternative mechanisms for recovering the
fundamental string after DD¯ annihilation that have been proposed in [9, 41, 42] and in
[15, 46, 47, 48, 49]19. In the first proposal [9, 41, 42] the fundamental string emerges as a
classical solution to Sen’s action, with confinement being realized through the dielectric effect
of [43], with the tachyon potential playing the role of the dielectric constant. The second
proposal [15, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] is based on the study of the description of the string
fluid of [15] in terms of closed strings. In this setup when there is a net electric flux the
energy of the electric flux lines is associated to winding modes of fundamental strings. These
mechanisms are distinct to the one that we have proposed in this paper. In particular they
do not seem to have a simple relation with the dual Higgs mechanism of [12, 14].
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